
The Substring Search Problem

One algorithm which is used in a variety of applications is the family of substring
search algorithms. These algorithms allow a user to determine if, given two character
strings, one is contained within the other. Stated more formally:

Let A be an alphabet, a set of characters, of size r. If we assume
that each character is equally likely, the probability of randomly
encountering any character is 1

r
.

Let S be a large string of N characters from A.
Let T be a smaller string of m characters from A. Assume m ≤ N .

Problem: Determine if T is contained in S, and if so, at what
index in S does T begin?

The substring search has applications in a wide variety of problems, such as DNA
comparison, plagarism detection tools, file search tools, and more. In addressing this
problem, and algorithms designed to solve it, we become aware that search strings have
important fundamental properties. Most notably, the lengths of the relevant strings,
and the character set used in comprising the strings.

We write a simple algorithm, below, to carry out our substring search. This is re-
flected in the figure below, in which it becomes apparent that there are N − m + 1
positions where T might occur within S. We therefore need to compare two strings of
size m at most N −m + 1 times.

int search (string S, length N, substring T, length m)
for i from 0 to N - m

for j from 0 to m-1
if T[j] != S[i+j] break
else

if j == m-1
return i
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Main String 3 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3
Substring 2 6 5

2 6 5
2 6 5

2 6 5
2 6 5

2 6 5
2 6 5

At first glance, we might assume that the run time of this algorithm is described by
T (n) = O(N ·m). Yet a closer look indicates that the run time is heavily influenced by
whether or not the string is ever found, and if so, how soon it’s found. Clearly, if the
substring matches the main string at the first position, we stop looking after a single
comparison of m characters. If the substring is never matched, it requires Nm charac-
ter compares. This wide variance is not just a property of the algorithm, but moreso
the data. Since we see such variation on run time, T ( ), based on whether or not the
substring is matched early, later, or never, it makes sense to analyze how likely each of
these possibilities is.

We might ask, first, if there are other factors which determine the likelihood of finding
a substring on any particular comparison. To address this question, let’s present some
examples of substring search problems.

1. Is the binary string 1011 within the larger string 011010101100110001

2. Is the DNA string TCAG within the larger string AGCTTACGGACATCAGAC

3. Is the decimal string 2017 within the larger string 314159265358979323

4. Is the English Character string woof within the larger string I really like dogs

In looking at the four cases above, it seems intuitive that the binary string has the
best chance of a match. Looking further, we might (and should) conclude that the DNA
string match is the next most likely case for a match, followed by the decimal string, and
finally the English string. The reason for this is clear: having access to more characters
creates more strings (of any length), and makes a match less likely. We call the list of
allowable characters the alphabet of a set of strings. The particular list of characters
in an alphabet doesn’t really matter in our analysis ... the size of the alphabet does.
In the cases above, we utilize alphabets: {0, 1}, {A,C,G, T}, {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9},
{a...z}, with sizes 2, 4, 10, 26 (or 52 is we decide that our strings are case-sensitive).
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Note: Some might not be familiar with the DNA example. We will not describe this
in detail here, except to identify the four characters: A, C, G, T. It is understood that
DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid) is composed of sugar, phosphate molecules, and four nu-
cleobases: Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine, Thiamine. It is these nucleobases, and the order
in which they occur in long DNA molecules, that identifies genetic traits and justifies
it’s application of the substring search algorithm.

Getting back to the relative likelihood of finding the random substrings of size 4 in
larger strings of size 18, we first start with the simpler question: what is the likelihood
matching two random strings of size 4, where the strings come from an alphabet of size
2, or 4, or 10, or 26? Since this requires two characters to match 4 times, we have the
probabilities: P = 1

2

4
= 0.0625, 1

4

4
= 0.00390625, 1

10

4
= 0.0001, 1

26

4
= 0.0000021, respec-

tively. In general, the probability of matching two strings of size m from an alphabet of
size r is given by:

P (m, r) =
(
1
r

)m
In this formula, we easily see the enormous variation in probability given small dif-

ferences in both r and m. In practice, r is usually reasonably small, but m can be very
large, such as in the DNA example. Of course, comparing two strings of the same size is
just the first step in our algorithm, and already we see that the probability of a match
varies widely with the parameters. Now, we incorporate this operation into the larger
algorithm, and see that the probability of success is rather complicated. In fact, before
we begin, we need to identify the useful mathematical formulas involved in our analysis.

I. Some Relevant Series Formulas:

First, a brief return to the wonders of Calculus II. In particular, let’s recall some
finite series formulas.

1 + x + x2 + ... + xk = xk+1−1
x−1 1 + 2x + 3x2 + ... + kxk−1 = kxk+1−(k+1)xk+1

(x−1)2

You should recognize the first formula as the geometric series. Notice that if |x| < 1,
we have:

lim
k→∞

1 + x + x2 + ... + xk = lim
k→∞

xk+1−1
x−1 = 1

1−x

It also bears pointing out that the second formula is the derivative with respect to
x of the first. These formulae are very useful in working with the geometric probability
distribution. In what follows, x will represent a probability, and thus we will generally
see that x ≤ 1.

II. The Geometric Probability Model In short, suppose we have an experiment
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for which the only possible two outcomes can be described as success and failure. We
repeat this experiment several times, and each time the probability of success is the
same. We define p as this probability of success. Of course this means that we can
define the probability of failure as q = 1 − p. The question here is: given a particular
experiment, how many times must we conduct our simple experiment before achieving
the first success? This number, say n, differs from experiment to experiment. But what
we CAN ask, (and answer) are questions such as i) what is the probability that our
first success will happen ON the nth trial, and ii) what is the probability that our first
success will happen BY the nth trial. Once we know how to answer these questions, we
can then move on to ask: what is the AVERAGE number of trials needed to realize the
first success. We answer all of these questions here:

Probability of the first success ON and BY the nth trial:
P (first success ON trial n) = qn−1p

To understand the formula above, think of it as: if the first success occurs on the
n-th trial, the first n−1 trials must be failures. The probability of the first n−1 failures
is given by qn−1, which is then followed by a success, with probability p.

Probability of the first success BY the nth trial:
P (first success BY trial n) = P (on 1) + P (on 2) + P (on 3) + ... + P (on n)

= p + qp + q2p+, , ,+qn−1p = p
(

1−qn
1−q

)
= 1− qn

The Average Value of a Variable given a specific Probability Distribution:

Suppose that we have an experiment which produces one of a finite set of numeri-
cal outcomes. We call this set the Sample Set and might represent this as: X =
{x1, x2, x3, ...xR}. Each outcome has a probability given by P (xi) = pi. Clearly, we

have 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 and
R∑

k=1

pi = 1. We define the average, or expected value of outcomes

as:

E[X] = X =
R∑

k=1

xipi

The expected value gives us the average of all outcomes in an experiment where we
perform many trials.

Example: Given a single six sided die, our sample space is X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The
probability of each roll is given by pi = 1

6
. The expected value, then, is given by:

E[X] = 1 · 1
6

+ 2 · 1
6

+ 3 · 1
6

+ 4 · 1
6

+ 5 · 1
6

+ 6 · 1
6

= 21
6

= 3.5.
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Of course, we will never actually roll a “3.5”, but if we roll a single die 1000 times,
the average roll will be very close to 3.5.

Probability Analysis of the Substring Search Algorithm: Here, we wish to
ask two questions, and determine the answers in terms of the three parameters, N,m, r.
The two questions are i) What is the probability that we will find the substring, T ,
of size m within the larger string, S, of size N? ii) What are the average number of
string-to-string compares that will occur in our attempt to find substring T?

By this point, our remaining computations are simple. To simplify the computations
to follow, we define:

1. Probability of a successful string-to-string match: p =
(
1
r

)m
2. Probability of a failed string-to-string match:, and q = 1− p = 1−

(
1
r

)m
3. The number of positions where a substring match might occur: W = N−m + 1

Probability that a substring will be found at all:

P = P (substring match BY N −m + 1 trial) = 1− qW = 1−
((

1− 1
r

)m)N−m+1

Clearly, this implies that the probability of NO match at all is given by:

P = P (No match BY N −m + 1 trial) = qW =
((

1− 1
r

)m)N−m+1

Both of these will be useful in computing the average number of string-to-string
compares in any substring search:

E[X] =
W∑
k=1

k · P (match ON kth compare) + W · P (no match)

=
W∑
k=1

k · qk−1p + WqW = p
(

(Wq(W+1)−(W+1)qW+1)
(1−q)2

)
+ WqW

=
(

Wq(W+1)−(W+1)qW+1+(1−q)WqW

(1−q)

)
=
(

1−qW
1−q

)
= rm

(
1−

((
1− 1

r

)m)N−m+1
)

Back to our four cases... It is instructive to demonstrate the variation in probabilities
given small changes in alphabets. Consider the important computations applied to our
four examples above, recalling that in this examples, we have: N = 18, m = 4, W =
N−m + 1 = 15.
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r = 2 r = 4 r = 10 r = 26

p =
(
1
r

)4 1
16

1
256

1
10000

1
456976

q = 1−
(
1
r

)4
0.93750000 0.99609375 0.99990000 0.99999781

P (found) = 1− qW 0.62018759 0.05701838 0.00149895 0.00003282

E[compares] = 1−qW
p

9.92300151 14.59670583 14.98950455 14.99977023

To summarize, let’s make some observations. First, unless r and m are very small,
N will need to be VERY large to allow a a chance of substring match. We notice that
for the last three cases, the expected value of needed compares was very close to the
total number of possible compares. We might describe this as “the average cases is very
close to the worst case”. We began by identifying the “best case” as a match on the first
compare, and found the complexity as T (N,m, r) = O(m). Likewise, we identified the
“worst case” as having to perform N −m + 1 comparisons of strings of m characters,
and described this as T (N,m, r) = O(Nm − m2 + m) = O(N · m). The average case
would be found using the expected (average) number of string-to-string compares, of m

characters. That is, T (N,m, r) = mrm
(

1−
((

1− 1
r

)m)N−m+1
)

.

A perfectly appropriate question to ask at this point would be: can we do anything
to speed this up? That is, to find a more efficient variation of the substring search
algorithm. An idea that makes sense to pursue is to seek ways to make the individual
string-to-string compares more efficient. Indeed there has been progress in this direc-
tion. Two Algorithms of note follow: the Rabin-Karp algorithm uses a number-theoretic
approach to match the identified string S of length m with a corresponding substring in
T or length m. Instead of comparing each character one by one, the characters in the
alphabet are first converted to digits, causing the strings S and T to become integers.
This allows us to match entire integers modulo some large prime p with other integers
modulo p. If and only if the modulo p values match between T and a corresponding
substring of S, we then determine if there is a match digit by digit. The benefit is that
if p is very large, we rarely see a match. On the other hand, there is a cost in converting
strings to digits and computing the values of large integers modulo large primes!

Yet another option if a Finite Automata approach. We create a state machine and
simply apply it to each character in the large string, S, one character at a time. Each
successive character match moves the current state ahead by one. If we arrive at the
final state, and receive the last correct character, we have a total string match. Much
of the work usually done by other algorithms is done by the state machine itself. The
drawback lies in the amount of work needed to produce the correct state machine. Some-
times this set up work is worth the effort, sometimes not. For large strings S which recur
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frequently in problems, the effort is often justified.

The two algorithms are:

Rabin-Karp

int search (string S, length N, substring T, length m, prime: p)
TModp = 0
SubModp = 0
powerOf10Modp = 1

for j from m-1 downto 1
SubModp = (SubModp + S[i] * powerOfTenModp) mod p
TModp = (TModp + T[i] * powerOfTenModp) mod p
powerOfTenModp = (powerOfTenModp * 10) mod p

found = false
for i from 0 to N - m

if (SubModp = = TModp)
for j from 0 to m-1

if T[j] != S[i+j] break
else

if j == m-1
return i

SubModp = (((SubModp*10- S[i]*10m + S[i + m])modp) + p)modp
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Finite Automata Substring Matcher

int search (string S, length N, substring T, length m)

for(int q=0; q<=m; q++)
for (int c=0; c < r; c++)

k = Math.min(m+1, q+2);
do

k- -;
while (!suffixProperty(testString, k, q, c));

transitionTable[q][c] = k;

found = false;
state = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < N; i++)

state = transitionTable[state][longString[i]];
if (state = = m)

found = true;
totalFound++;
break;

boolean suffixProperty(int [ ] t, int k, int q, int c)
if (k = = 0) return true;
if (t[k-1] ! = c) return false;
for(int i = k-2; i >= 0; i− −)

if (t[i] ! = t[i + (q - k + 1)]) return false;
return true;
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